Multi-View Image Classification With Visual, Semantic And View Consistency.
Multi-view visual classification methods have been widely applied to use discriminative information of different views. This strategy has been proven very effective by many researchers. On the one hand, images are often treated independently without fully considering their visual and semantic correlations. On the other hand, view consistency is often ignored. To solve these problems, in this paper, we propose a novel multi-view image classification method with visual, semantic and view consistency (VSVC). For each image, we linearly combine multi-view information for image classification. The combination parameters are determined by considering both the classification loss and the visual, semantic and view consistency. Visual consistency is imposed by ensuring that visually similar images of the same view are predicted to have similar values. For semantic consistency, we impose the locality constraint that nearby images should be predicted to have the same class by multiview combination. View consistency is also used to ensure that similar images have consistent multi-view combination parameters. An alternative optimization strategy is used to learn the combination parameters. To evaluate the effectiveness of VSVC, we perform image classification experiments on several public datasets. The experimental results on these datasets show the effectiveness of the proposed VSVC method.